
Unit 6: Programming Guide

Overview
This lesson will discuss the Schematic Editor once again. Students will learn how to configure the TETRIX® Move Servos function 
and then use the TETRIX Move Servos function to move the servos in a variety of modes. 

At the end of this lesson, students should be able to:

• Configure TETRIX servo motors using the Schematic Editor.

• Operate TETRIX servo motors using the TETRIX Move Servos function.

TETRIX Schematic Editor
Return to the Schematic Editor to explore how to configure servo motors. First, connect the Servo Controller to the Daisy Chain 
Port of the DC Motor Controller by clicking the arrow next to Daisy Chain Port and selecting HT Servo Controller, as shown in 
Figure 1.

Notice that there are six servo ports and another Daisy Chain port. Connect a servo motor to the first servo port by clicking the 
arrow next to Servo Port 1 and selecting Tetrix 180 deg Servo, as shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 1. Selecting the Servo Controller
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Rename the servo motor in the text box located to the left of the Schematic Diagram. This name will be used to identify the 
servo motor in the servo constants on the block diagram. Now, click Save, close the Schematic Editor, and then create a new VI 
in the Robot Project Center.

TETRIX® Servo Motor

This function is polymorphic, as shown in Figure 4.

The TETRIX Move Servos function can be found by right-clicking the block diagram, going into the TETRIX sub-palette, and then 
clicking the TETRIX Move Servos function, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Location of TETRIX Move Servos Function

Figure 2. Selecting a Servo Motor
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This program will cause the servo to move to a position of 0, which is one end of the servo’s reach. It will wait for five seconds to 
go to the other end of its reach at a position of 255. This simple demonstration of the servo shows that it is a very versatile tool. 
It can be used in a robot to perform tasks that require accuracy, such as grabbing and lifting objects to a specific height.

Figure 6. Servo Moving Program

Figure 4. Polymorphic Selector of TETRIX® Move Servos Function

The TETRIX Move Servos function can be set to Not Synchronized, Synchronized, or Disable. The default option is Not 
Synchronized. Choose the Not Synchronized mode to have the servos move independently of each other. 

Choose the Synchronized mode to have the servos arrive at the specified position at the same time. Also, this mode can be 
customized to slow, medium, or fast, as seen in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Synchronized Options

Finally, choose the Disable mode to disable all servos connected to the HT Servo Controller. The servo position is not held after 
the servo is disabled.

The servo motor differs from the DC motor in that, rather than setting a power or a speed, a position is set. Using the Servo 
Position terminal, wire in a number ranging from 0 to 255 and the servo will go to that position. Keep in mind that this range 
corresponds to a 180-degree radius and the servo cannot rotate any farther than this.

Now, code will be created to move a servo, wait five seconds, and then move it back to its original position. This activity 
demonstrates the skills and knowledge necessary to control a servo arm and gripper.

Start by clearing the block diagram. Next, place a TETRIX® Move Servos function onto the block diagram. Next, create a constant 
for the Servos terminal of the TETRIX Move Servos function. Set it to the servo that was configured in the Schematic Editor. 
Create a constant for the Servo Position terminal and set it to 0. 

Next, place a Wait For function and create a constant for the Time terminal. Set this constant to 5 so that the program will wait for 
five seconds. 

Now, place another TETRIX Move Servos function and wire in the Servos constant from the other servo function. Create a 
constant for the Servo Position terminal of the second servo function and set it to 255. Wire up all of the NXT terminals, starting 
at the first TETRIX Move Servos function, then the Wait For function, and finally the second TETRIX Move Servos function, as 
shown in Figure 6.
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